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reservation. There is next the question of civil (disobedience. It is a thing for which I
live and move. Civil disobedience I swear by, because I cannot possibly conceive
India vindicating her freedom by criminal disobedience. Criminal disobedience
means bomb violence, the sword and the rifle. I can only conceive of freedom and
independence being achieved by and on behalf of the starving millions scattered over
the length and breadth of India in seven hundred thousand villages exclusively
by legitimate and special means. Hence disobedience to be peaceful and effective
has got to be always civil and always non-violent. If you want that civil disobe-
dience in the very near future inside of a few months, you will have
to transform yourselves. You will not then deceive yourselves and, unconsciously may
it be, deceive the nation that bomb and non-violence can run parallel and side by
side.
"If you believe in your creed of non-violence and civil disobedience that is wanted
then you must observe stricter discipline and patch up quarrels.   There should
be no passion and  running in  against ourselves and no ugly demonstrations that
we have seen  in the  Subjects Committee meeting during the past few days.   We
must be calm, cool, collected and brave.   We must speak to the point^and never
obstruct.   So if you really want civil disobedience in the near future, then it becomes
necessary   for  you   to   conduct   the   proceedings   of the   Congress, the Subjects
Committee and also yourselves in every walk of life in a manner behoving peaceful
men,   truthful   men and   above   all   nationalists   pining for freedom who in season
and   out   of season   nay,   every   minute   of the twenty-four hours of the day^are
determined   upon   regaining,, their  lost freedom   in   the quickest manner possible.
If you  get   that  passion   for freedom, there is no room for irritation, for jealousy or
quarrels and there is room for unity and brave, calm and collected action.   Hence
I  ask   you   with   all   the   strength   I can possibly command to carry this resolution
with acclamation, because it is the central resolution.     Let it not be said in the
world that divided counsels prevailed on the question of independence.     Let it go
forth  to the world that we rose to a man to vindicate our freedom and pledged
ourselves to attain that absolute freedom in the quickest manner possible.   Therefore,
I ask you to reject the motion of Mr.  Subash Bose    I know he is a great worker
in Bengal.    He   was   the   General  Officer   Commanding   of our force at Calcutta.
But his proposition, though it is no doubt a good one, suggests parallel government.
Do you think you can establish a parallel government when  the Congress flag
does   not   fly^ even in a thousand villages ?   It is not bravery or wisdom and you
cannot establish freedom by  merely passing resolutions.    We are not declaring
independence, mind you.  In Madras, we declared independence as our ^ goal.   ^ Here
we go a step further and say it is not a distant goal, but it is our immediate objective
towards which  we are moving,    Mr.  Subash Bose however seeks to go a step
further.    I   should like to follow him through and  through and bring myself to
believe that it is possible to-day to establish parallel government    That means
Complete declaration of independence.    Have we got our organisations to which to
go for adjusting our quarrels and have we national schools ?    No.     What then are
we going to do after declaring complete independence ?     Heaven alone   knows.
That is wLy the Working Committee did not suggest it and recommended just
the longest possible step that we can  take  under   the   existing circumstances,   A
step further will land us in  a pitfall.   That is my certain conviction.   I urge you
therefore with all the strength I can command to accept the resolution without
a change of a comma even, and to reject the amendments.
r   *1 thank you all for the patient hearing.   I don't know how long I spoke. < I feel,
I^liave _taken   long  enough   of your  time,   but waif yet  awhile, whilst I live   on
" (loud and continued cheers and cries of Mahatma Gandhi-kt-jai).
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all amendments rejected.
fourteen amendments were then put to the vote^and those of Papd&
;rs were rejected summarily amidst shouts   of   Gandhi-ki-Jai
amendment received some support but the opposition T*as so
; demanded.   The only division th^t took place
fee dieting  the  appreciative   referenceto the

